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For high heat flux and low thermal resistance, the multiple-artery heat-pipe spreader uses distributed
high-permeability arteries (posts) for liquid supply and high-capillary pressure monolayer wick for liquid
spreading and evaporation. Experiments indicate the receding meniscus transitions in monolayer play a
role in sudden drop in thermal resistance prior to dryout. Using monolayer SEM images and the mini-
mum surface energy principles, the meniscus dynamics up to dryout is analyzed, and the meniscus loca-
tion, capillary pressure, effective thermal conductivity, and permeability are also predicted for
heterogeneous, periodic sintered copper-particle (including bimodal particle size) unit cells. The liquid
thickness is nonuniform within the heterogeneous unit cell, and with increase in the wick superheat local
dryout occurs (meniscus snaps) in the loose-packed region influencing the wet-wick properties and the
occurrence of the minimum thermal resistance. The monolayer wick continues to function under local
dryout (away from post) until a receding dry front is formed followed by complete dryout. These predic-
tions are in good agreement with experiments. The optimal wick thermal-hydraulic performance, i.e.,
dimensionless ratio of heat flux to thermal resistance (wick figure of merit Zm) is sought through analysis.
The uniform, sintered, close-packed 30–50 lm particles give the highest Zm over a range of superheat in
the wet regime, and 30 lm particles give a record low resistance near 2.5 lK/(W/m2)

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Improvements in passive and active liquid supply in thermal
management aims at increase in heat flux load and decrease ther-
mal resistance. Specifically, capillary-driven liquid flow has been
widely used to supply liquid (similar to heat pipe) without use of
electric power. To enhance the heat transfer limit (critical heat
flux), it is essential to decrease the liquid pressure loss, and various
porous structures such as micropost arrays [1–3], columns (posts)
[4], converging lateral arteries [5], and biporous wicks [6,7] have
been used.

Multiple-artery heat-pipe spreader (MAHPS) is a heat pipe with
large and spread vapor space and generally a smaller heated (evap-
oration) area compared to the condenser section with distributed
liquid arteries [8]. In the MAHPS, Fig. 1, capillary-driven liquid flow
begins in the condenser, through screen layer, then posts (liquid
artery), and finally to the monolayer wicks. In screen-post-
monolayer unit cell, the capillary pressure has a maximum value
at the monolayer cell boundary, where the liquid thickness dl;m is
minimum. While spreading over the monolayer wick, the liquid
evaporates at the liquid surface (meniscus). For heat removal, the
cooling water flows in the opposite side of condenser.

The thermal-hydraulics of MAHPS has been predicted by Min
et al. [8] and Hwang et al. [4,5], using network model with its geo-
metrical parameters. Min et al. [8] showed that overall thermal
resistance in MAHPS increases with an increase in artery (post)
diameter. They also compared performance with uniform wick
and predicted the improved performance by MAHPS. In experi-
ments by [4,5] using the screen-post and lateral artery for liquid
supply, respectively, and monolayer wicks for capillarity, the slope
of thermal resistance-superheat is positive as generally expected.
However, for q > 250 W/cm2, the resistance increases rapidly up
to 320 W/cm2 with decrease in superheat and for q > 320 W/cm2,
the thermal resistance recovers the general trend. This nonlinear
resistance has been reported by [2,9–12] using copper powder
wicks and by [6,9,11,13–16] using biporous wicks and media, but
not observed in other wicks [3,17] with finger-like liquid supply
[5]. This transition has been related to the onset of nucleate boiling
[9,10,14,15], or meniscus transitions in heterogeneous monolayer
wick [4,12], however, quantitative explanation has not been pro-
vided yet.

In this study, we explain this transition (nonlinear pattern)
through the heterogeneous structure of the monolayer, as revealed
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Nomenclature

A area (m2)
a surface area to unit volume ratio (m�1)
CJ constant for Leverett J-function
cp heat capacity (J/kg-K)
D;d diameter (m)
f friction factor
g gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
H height (m)
Dhlg heat of evaporation (kJ/kg)
J Leverett J-function
K permeability (m2)
k thermal conductivity (W/m-K)
L length, pitch, thickness (m)
M mass (kg)
m molecular weight (g/mol)
Np packing number
nsh number density of shute wire (wires/m)
nwa number density of warp wire (wires/m)
p pressure (Pa)
Q heat flow rate (W)
q heat flux (W/m2)
R thermal resistance (K/W)
Rg universal gas constant (J/mol-K)
Re Reynolds number
r radial location (m)
S mean crimping factor
s substrate, saturation in lg
T temperature (K)
w width (m)
Zm dimensionless figure of merit
z Melros function
hi average

Greek symbols
a tortuosity factor
D difference, drop
dl liquid thickness (m)
� porosity

l viscosity (Pa-s)
q density (kg/m3)
r surface tension (N/m)
hc contact angle (�)

Subscripts
ave average packing
b bulk
CHF critical heat flux
Cu copper
c capillary, condenser, cooling, cross
cl close-packed
c-v capillary-viscous
e effective, evaporator
g gas
h heated
i index of node
k kinetic limit
l liquid
lg liquid-gas phase change
lo loose-packed
m monolayer wicks
multi multi-node
N total number of nodes
o baseline
p post (artery)
po pore
s screen mesh, surface
sh shute wire
t thermal
u fluid flow
up upper layer
wa warp wire
Z Zuber
l across
$ along
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from SEM images, and define various regimes associated with it.
We use minimum surface energy principle to track the receding
monolayer meniscus and find the effective properties by solving
numerically the liquid flow and heat transfer in monolayer unit
cell. We then solve governing equations of the screen-post-
monolayer unit cell using single- and multi-node network models.
With the heterogeneous unit cell, the network models predict
degrade of performance compared to the homogeneous unit cell.
To improve the heat transfer limit caused by the spatial hetero-
geneity, we also seek and find the homogenous monolayer wick
structure for optimal heat transfer performance: highest figure of
merit and lowest thermal resistance.

2. Methods

2.1. Direct simulations of monolayer unit cell

The monolayer wick unit cell is defined, based on the SEM
micrographs (Tescan MIRA3 FEG SEM) (Fig. 2(a,b)). There are spo-
radic multi-layer coatings and particle diameter variations as well
as close- to loose-packed regions (Fig. 2(c)). The average porosity is
estimated using image-processing software (Image J) and is
�mh i ¼ 0:58 with average diameter dmh i ¼ 50 lm (Fig. 2(b)). As
shown in Fig. 2(a,b), the multi-layered structure with particle size
variation and sintering consolidation represents monolayer
heterogeneous unit cell (varying local packing and porosity) [18].
The local porosity ranges from less than 0.5 to over 0.8 (Figs. 2(a,
b)), and are considered to determine the heterogeneous unit cell
in close- to loose-packed regions (Fig. 2(c)). The selection repre-
sents the observations on several SEM monographs and conse-
quently explains the nonlinear thermal resistance in the
experiment. The copper particles are slightly sintered and consoli-
dated with each other since they have original spherical shape
without shape distortion (Fig. 2(b, top)). However, particles are sin-
tered more with the substrate and have truncated portion in the
lower hemisphere (Fig. 2(b, bottom)). For improved water wetta-
bility, thermal oxidation is used and results in contact angle
hc ¼ 43� 6

�
[4,5]. The heterogeneous unit cell is shown in Fig. 2

(c) and consists of square array of particles with a diameter dm;o

in baseline with a portion having smaller particle with a diameter
dm;up on top. The permeability is anisotropic and has the x and y-
directional flows (Fig. 2(c)). Sintering consolidation is modeled
with connecting cylinders of a diameter of 0.2dm;o, and the lower
hemisphere of particles are truncated as sintered to the substrate
with a depth of 0.1dm;o. The reduced, square periodic unit cell in
average packing region has lx ¼ ly;¼ 1:49dm;o with �ave ¼ 0:58
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Fig. 1. A schematic of multiple-artery heat pipe spreader (MAHPS) with geometric parameters. While heat is transferred from the substrate to the liquid free surface in
monolayer and leads to liquid evaporation, that vapor is condensed in the screen layer and returned through the posts. (a) A network model for heat and liquid flow, (b) a
screen-post-monolayer unit cell, and (c) optical images of multiple posts and monolayer used in Hwang et al. [4] are shown. The solid posts on the boundaries in (c) are for
mechanical structure purpose.
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Fig. 2. (a) SEM micrograph of heterogeneous particle distribution in monolayer wicks (top view) [4]. (b) Loose and close-packed regions with sintering consolidation among
particles (top view, upper), and between particles and substrate (side view, lower) in SEMmicrograph. (c) Top view of monolayer unit cell in close-packed (isotropic), average
pakcing, loose-packed (anisotropic) regions. (d) Meniscus recedes from flooded to wet, to local dryout, and to complete dryout regions (side view).
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(Fig. 2(c)), which is matched with �mh i of SEM image. In addition,
the close-packed region has �cl ¼ 0:47 ðlx ¼ ly;¼ dm;oÞ, and the
loose-packed region has �lo ¼ 0:85 ðlx ¼ ly;¼ 4:5dm;oÞ (Fig. 2(c)).

Liquid content of monolayer wick undergoes variations with the
heat flux (Fig. 2(d)). Initially, monolayer is charged with 120% of its
thickness [4], and this is called the flooded. With increase in heat
flux, the meniscus recedes, capillary flow commences, and the wick
remains wet. At yet larger heat flux, the meniscus continues to
recede and the loose-packed portion of the wick dries out, and this
is called local dryout. This is followed by a complete dryout.

The equilibrium meniscus topology is obtained using the Sur-
face Evolver (SE) based on surface energy minimization [19–23],
as applied to periodic, close- and loose-packed particle wick struc-
tures [24–27]. Sample close- and loose-packed unit cells are shown



Table 1
MAHPS geometric parameters and conditions in Hwang et al. [4].

Parameter Magnitude Parameter Magnitude

Ac 12 � 7 mm2 hc 45�
Ah 1 � 1 mm2 Dp 2.2 mm
Lp 3.5 mm dm 50/40 lm
L0p 4.0 mm dp 150 lm
Hp 2.6 mm ds;sh 66 lm
Le 2.6 mm ds;wa 66 lm
Lc 1 mm Kp 12.7 lm2

Ls 1 mm �p 0.35
Ds;po 0.10 mm nsh � nwa 145 � 145 per in2
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in Fig. 2(c) and used in the SE. The geometrical conditions for the
spherical particles, substrate, and liquid (including liquid volume
fraction) are prescribed. The conjugate gradient method is used
to accelerate the gradient descent and refinement of the surface,
and iteration steps are repeated for convergence with zero scale
factor. The contact angle hc ¼ 45

�
is for comparison with existing

experiment on water and oxidized copper particles [4], and the
baseline particle diameter dm;o = 50 lm (Table 1). The Bond num-
ber, ratio of gravity to surface tension, is about 10�4, so gravity
effect is neglected [28]. The SE results are exported to the ANSYS
Design Modeler, and the mesh is generated by ANSYS Meshing
with the Patch Conforming algorithm using tetrahedral elements.
The pressure-based solver under steady-state condition is used
for numerical solutions, and the governing equations (continuity,
Navier-Stokes, and energy equation) are given as

r � ul ¼ 0 ð1Þ
qlul � rul ¼ �rpl þ llr2ul ð2Þ
qlcp;lul � rTl ¼ klr2Tl: ð3Þ

For liquid flow model, the flow is laminar (and incompressible),
and the Reynolds number ReD is generally smaller than 0.1 [28].
Liquid meniscus is exposed to saturated vapor at shear-free
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Fig. 3. Typical results of the SE calculations on the heterogeneous unit cell, showing th
ANSYS FLUENT calculations, using the meniscus from the SE. Due to anisotropy, the pat
interface, and no-slip condition is applied on solid surfaces with
periodic inlet/outlet pressure drop. For a given pressure gradient
along the unit cell, the volume-averaged liquid velocity is deter-
mined and is used to calculate the monolayer permeability tensor
Km. The Darcy model is employed, which is expressed as

�dp
dr

¼ ll

Km
ul: ð4Þ

For heat flowmodel, adiabatic condition is applied to the vapor-
exposed surface of the particles, meniscus is at T lg = 373 K, and
variable substrate surface superheat Ts � T lg. Liquid temperature
is the mean temperature of T lg and Ts, and meniscus topology is
considered to be static (obtained from the Surface Evolver calcula-
tion) because it is found that the convection effect is negligible
[12,26,27]. Heat flow rate from the substrate is used to calculate
effective thermal conductivity perpendicular to the substrate kh im
employing the Fourier law as

Q ¼ qh iAh ¼ kh imAh
Ts � T lg

dlh im
; ð5Þ

where the liquid thickness dlh im is the surface-averaged dl;m over
heated area. Representative results for average packing with a liq-
uid thickness of 0.66dm;o are shown in Fig. 3. The liquid flow is dif-
ferent in the x and y direction, and heat transfer is dominated by the
high thermal conductivity of copper particles.

Mesh independence of the results was verified using two
different mesh size 0.012 and 0.014dm;o, with change in Km and
kh im smaller than 0.1% for every packing regions. Sintering-area
independence study was also performed to verify that the change
of diameter of connecting cylinders 0.1, 0.2 and 0.26dm;o between
particles results in less than 1% change in Km and kh im. Moreover,
for sintered area between particle truncated area and the bottom,
independence study was performed to verify that small changes
of that area do not change Km and kh im significantly. Three different
contact areas with diameters of 0.17, 0.2, and 0.23dm;oÞ were
considered, and Km and kh im changes are smaller than 3%.
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2.2. Local volume-averaged analyses of screen-post-monolayer unit
cell

The thermal-hydraulic network models [8] are applied to the
screen, post, and monolayer wicks (Fig. 1(a)). With the pointwise
calculation of local thermal-hydraulic properties as a function of liq-
uid thickness, our multi-node network model improves upon the
analysis used in [8]. Local thermal equilibrium between solid and
liquid, and between liquid and vapor are assumed under uniform
liquid surface temperature, saturation temperature at 1 atm. In
addition, using the mean curvature of meniscus, capillary pressure
is determined by Young-Laplace equation [29], which is written as

pc ¼ pg � pl ¼
2r
rc

cos hc: ð6Þ

The mass conservation for liquid flow is given using the conti-
nuity equation as
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dðqlulÞ
dr

þ dðqgugÞ
dz

¼ 0: ð7Þ

A circular screen-post-wick unit cell is assumed (Fig. 1(b)), with
a diameter of L0p calculated from a square unit cell and is covering
the heated area. The monolayer is discretized in radial direction,
and for each element, the Darcy law (Eq. (4)) and the Fourier law
(Eq. (5)) are employed to calculate pressure drop along the mono-
layer and the post, and temperature difference across the mono-
layer. Pressure drop along and across the screen layer are
calculated using empirical correlations [30,31] between friction
factor (f) and liquid Reynolds number (Re) in horizontal and verti-
cal direction, which can be given as

f s;l ¼
8:61
Resl

þ 0:52; f s;$ ¼ 408e�2:94Np

Res;$
; ð8Þ

where Np is a packing number.
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The pore sizes and permeability are chosen such that monolayer
capillary pressure can drive the liquid flow with the sum of pres-
sure drop in the screen layer and the post Dps þ Dpp constituting
a small portion of the monolayer capillary pressure pc at its farthest
radial location. Weibel et al. [10] visualized bubble generations
during boiling in large-sized powder wicks (250–355 lm diame-
ter) with 600 lm wick thickness (different from the screen-post-
monolayer wick), however nucleate boiling has not observed in
conventional copper-powder wicks and only liquid surface evapo-
ration is addressed in [11] (See Appendix A for details of the multi-
node liquid and heat flow network model).

In addition, simple-node model of the screen-post-monolayer
using Eqs. (4), (20)–(27) gives
q ¼ ðpm;c � Dps;l � Dps;$Þql

ll

Hp

KpAp
þ ðL0p � DpÞ=2

KmAm;ac

 !" #�1
Dhlg

Ae
; ð9Þ
where Ae ¼ pðL02p � D2
pÞ=4. With no evaporation under posts, the

effective heated area Ae is used, and the monolayer liquid flow path
is ðLp � DpÞ=2. Screen wicks pressure drop is divided into cross- and
in-plane in Eq. (9).
3. Receding-meniscus transitions in heterogeneous monolayer

Based on the results from SE and numerical simulation, liquid
and heat flow network model predicts the experimental study
conducted by Hwang et al. [4] using heterogeneous unit cell con-
sisting of bimodal, bi-layered, and sintered particles. In Sec-
tion 3.1, thermal-hydraulic properties of the heterogeneous
unit cell in differently packed region will be described. In Sec-
tion 3.2, regime transition local dryout caused by receding
meniscus will be analyzed by the network model using
volume-averaged properties.
3.1. Two-diameter, two-layered, heterogeneous monolayer unit cell

Using SEM images, a heterogeneous unit cell with bi-modal
(two particle diameters), two-layered particles is selected with
three different packing regions (Fig. 2). In previous studies
[12,24–26], a homogeneous, single-layered unit cell has been used.
In this unit cell, as the meniscus recedes, the capillary pressure pc

increases and reaches a maximum pc;max, followed by decrease till
the meniscus contacts with substrate (snaps). For the heteroge-
neous unit cell, as meniscus recedes, it contacts with the particle
on the upper layer and is puckered by diminishing space, while
capillary pressure is relatively small (mode 1) (Fig. 4(a)). However,
when it reaches to centerline, it also contacts with lower particles,
and pc becomes negative (hc of 45�). Since liquid in monolayer is
only driven by positive pc , the meniscus jumps from mode 1 to
mode 2. In mode 2 (Fig. 4(a)), the liquid surface is in touch with
the particles in both baseline and the upper layer, and the pc

continues to increase until the meniscus at mode 2 reaches the
substrate. Specifically, in the close- and average packing region,
the meniscus can be also at hydraulic equilibrium when it does
not contact with the particle in the upper layer (mode 3). At mode
3, meniscus does not contact with the particles in the upper layer,
but is at the hydraulic equilibrium. Mode 2 and 3 of receding
meniscus are also found in Hwang et al. [5] and cause a hysteresis
in the thermal resistance. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the permeability
Km in all packing regions decreases as meniscus recedes. From
the Carman-Kozeny relation (Eq. (27)) of monolayer, the bulk
regional permeabilities are Km;cl ¼ 5, Km;ave ¼ 14, and
Km;lo ¼ 349 lm2, in good agreement with Km of mode 2 and 3. pc

is inversely proportional to ðKm=�mÞ1=2 [32,29] as

pc ¼ JðsÞr cos hczðhcÞ
ðKm=�mÞ1=2

¼ CJ
r

ðKm=�mÞ1=2
for s ¼ 0; ð10Þ

where J is Leverett J-function of saturation s, and z is melrose func-
tion of hc . We note that this is generally followed by the calculation
(Fig. 4(a,b)). The effective thermal conductivity kh im varies in the

https://youtu.be/Cue2IHtmTt4
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different modes and with dlh im. As meniscus recedes, kh im increases
in mode 3 because liquid volume (low k of water) over the spheres
decreases. However, in mode 2, with decrease in dlh im; kh im in close
and average packing regions decrease because of the volume of cop-
per particles (large k of copper) submerged in the liquid decreases.
For loose-packed region, kh im increases as meniscus recedes
because of high porosity and large volume of liquid in the unit cell.
At mode 1, kh im shows similar pattern to mode 2, but in the close-
packed region, kh im increases again when meniscus becomes close
to the substrate. Comparing with bulk thermal conductivity of
monolayer wicks ( kh im;b;cl ¼ 14, kh im;b;ave ¼ 6, and kh im;b;lo = 1 W/m-
K), which are obtained by an empirical relation [32] as

kh im;b ¼ kl
kCu
kl

� �0:280�0:757 log �h im�0:057 log
kCu
kl

� �
; ð11Þ

and kh im from our calculation is within these range of kh im;b (Fig. 4
(c)).
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multi-node network model are shown and compared with hydrodynamic instabil-
ity, superheat, capillary-viscous, and kinetic limits. With the MAHPS operating
superheat range (0–20 K), flooded, wet, partially dry, dry front, and large-superheat
regimes are shown.
3.2. Regime transitions and nonlinear thermal resistance: comparison
with reported experiment

As heat flux q is supplied increasingly from the substrate, reced-
ing meniscus shows a different behavior with nonlinear thermal
resistance in MAHPS [4]. This can be explained by five regimes
(flooded, wet, partially dry, dry front, and large-superheat regimes)
(Fig. 5) and the transitions between them.

As evaporation is initiated, the heat flux qh i increases and ther-
mal resistance A Rth im decreases with increase in superheat
Ts � T lg
� �

during the first two regimes: flooded and wet regimes
(Fig. 6). The liquid charge is initially 120%, so dlh im starts from
1.2dm;o with a small pressure gradient along the wicks. Liquid flows
from the post to the boundary of the screen-post-monolayer wicks
unit cell (Fig. 5). Once the meniscus loses contact with the top par-
ticle ( dlh im ¼ dm;o) with a heat flux of 1.7 MW/m2and has transition
from mode 1–2 (Fig. 4(a)), pc becomes significant with onset of the
wet regime. In the wet regime, since at mode 2, meniscus qh i ver-
sus Ts � T lg

� �
is not linear, but qh i follows Ts � T lg

� �2 (Fig. 5(a))
since dlh im decreases and Dpm increases promptly with increase
in qh i during the transition between the flooded and wet regimes
(Eq. (22)). This can be derived from Eq. (8) of [4] using scaling
analysis and the simple-node network model (Eq. (9)). From the
network models (Eqs. (20)–(27)), the heat flow rate Qi and super-
heat DTi in the wet regions are calculated using the properties
(pc; Km; kh im) of monolayer unit cell at the average packing. In this
regime, uniform q is assumed and supplied to the whole substrate
area including the posts due to the high thermal conductivity of
copper substrate. In addition, the dryout effects are not considered
in the calculation of qh i and A Rth im, since there are no dryout in
these two regimes. The multi-node model is checked with the
approximate single-node model (Fig. 6), which neglects the
thermal-hydraulic variations in the monolayer.

For qh i > 2:3 MW/m2 and dlh im ¼ 0:74dm;o, as the meniscus
locally contacts the substrate at the loose-packed region, local
dryout in the monolayer wick occurs (Fig. 2(d)), and partially dry
regime becomes started, as observed by Wong et al. [11]. During
first two regimes, pc follows the thermal-hydraulic properties of
average-packed region. However, with the regime transition from
wet to partially dry regime, pc reaches maximum capillary pressure
of the unit cell at loose-packed region, plo;max (green dotted box in
Fig. 4(a)). In the local dryout region, the liquid is confined to the
close-packed region with unstable meniscus intermittently moving
back and forth towards the loose-packed region [33]. The meniscus
at local dryout region follows the properties of close-packed region
(shown in Fig. 4(a)), not average packing region (packing transi-
tion). In the monolayer, it is assumed that the meniscus has a max-
imum capillary pressure plo;max at the boundary after packing
transition. Approaching the center from the boundary, dlh im
increases, so the local dryout region is outside the wet region. As
shown in (Fig. 5(b)), starting from the center to rld in a radial direc-
tion, only wet region exists. From rld to L0p=2, the local dryout region
is encountered with wet region, and thus, local dryout and wet
region are distributed in the monolayer. In the partially dry regime,
qh i increases and A Rth im decreases rapidly with decreases in
Ts � T lg
� �

(Fig. 6) [11]. These are predicted by the network model
(Eqs. (20)–(27)) and change of heat flow rate absorbed in local
dryout region as
Qi ¼ qAh;i where i 2 ½1;n1�; ri 2 ½Dp=2; rld�
Qi ¼ cldqAh;i where i 2 ½n1 þ 1;n2�; ri 2 ½rld; rcd�
Qi ¼ qAh;i ¼ 0 where i 2 ½n2 þ 1;N�; ri 2 ½rcd; L0p=2�:

8><
>:

ð12Þ
In this regime, as mentioned, since complete dryout (Fig. 2(d))

does not occur in this regime, rcd ¼ L0p=2, and N2 ¼ N in Eq. (12).
From Dp=2 to rld (wet region, stable meniscus), q is supplied
through Ai because evaporation rate increases as q increases. For
rld 6 ri 6 L0p=2 (local dryout region), with increase in q, the
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meniscus becomes unstable, and overall evaporation rate does not
increase as much as wet region [33]. A portion of heat flux cldq is
thus absorbed in the locally dry region (Eq. (12)), where cld is the
ratio of liquid volume at close- and loose-packed region, i.e., 0.15.

Corresponding to heat flow rate Qi, superheat DTi is determined
using Fourier’s law (Eq. (22)) as

DTi ¼ Qi

Ai

dlh im;i

kh im;i
¼ Ts;i � T lg;i i ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ;N: ð13Þ

The averaged superheat over heated area then becomes

DTh i ¼
Pn2

i¼1DTiAi þ
PN

i¼n2þ1DTcdAcd;i

Ah
; ð14Þ

where supeatheat at complete dryout region DTcd is defined as

DTcd ¼
Pn2

i¼1DTiAi

Ah �
PN

i¼n2þ1Acd;i

: ð15Þ
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In Eq. (14), DTcd is not considered in the partially dry regime. With
Eq. (13), the local superheat Ti is calculated and averaged using Eq.
(14) without complete dryout. The single-node prediction differs
from the multi-node network with local dryout and experiments
(Fig. 6) since the local dryout region is not included in the single-
node calculation. As expected, when there is no local dryout, the
results from multi-node network model follow the single-node net-
work model (red dashed line in Fig. 6).

The partially dry regime caused by local dryout in monolayer is
similar to partial dryout in the bi-porous wicks [9,11,13–16], which
have nonlinear thermal resistance (S shape pattern). In bi-porous
wicks, the liquid supplied through smaller pores is evaporated with
extended surface area caused by the large pores [9,13], which are
filled with vapor. Similarly, here in the partially dry regime, the liq-
uid reaches the boundary of screen-post-monolayer unit cell
through the close-packed regions and is also evaporated along the
way according to the liquid coverage proportion.
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With further increases in qh i up to 3.5 MW/m2, the dry-front
regime is reached when dlh im < 0:4dm;o. (Figs. 5 and 6). In this
regime, the wet (Dp/2 to rld), partially dry (rld to rcd) and completely
dry regions (rcd to L0p=2) coexist. In the last region, the thermal
resistance is very large, and so q = 0 in Eq. (12). The pc at the dry
front is plo;max, same as the unit cell boundary in partially dry
regime. When the wet region disappears at qh i = 15.0 MW/m2,
the large-superheat regime begins with only local and complete
dryout regions (Figs. 5 and 6), and the results show a maximum
qh i = 36 MW/m2 and a thermal resistance A Rth im = 6.6 lK/W/m2

(Fig. 6). In these regimes, the liquid flow path decreases as wet
region is dried out, and Dpm decreases. Since the total liquid pres-
sure drop Dpm þ Dps þ Dpp is constant, Dps þ Dpp becomes large
with increase in the liquid velocity. More liquid then becomes
evaporated with higher evaporation rate, and both qh i and A Rth im
increase with increase in Ts � T lg

� �
.

The experiment [4] and predictions made here are compared
with the capillary-viscous qh imax;c�v , hydrodynamic instability
(pool boiling) qh iCHF;Z and kinetic limits qh ik in Fig. 6. The experi-
ment was up to the superheat of 20 K due to the heater power
capability with qh i = 4 MW/m2. The capillary-viscous limit is based
on the maximum capillary pressure in the monolayer, and is
36 MW/m2. The hydrodynamic instability (Zuber) limit [34] is

qCHF;Z ¼ 0:13qgDhlg
grðql � qgÞ

q2
g

" #1=4
; ð16Þ

and gives 1.1 MW/m2 for water at 1 atm. The kinetic limit [34] is

qmax;k ¼
RgT lg

2pm

� �1=2

qgDhlg; ð17Þ

and give 200 MW/m2 for saturated water at 1 atm. For comparison
of thermal resistance we consider a copper substrate (wall) of 1 mm
thickness, i.e.,
ARt;Cu ¼ dl;Cu
� �
kCu

; ð18Þ

which gives ARt;Cu = 2.5 lK/(W/m2). Critical heat flux in experiment
of [4] exceeds qCHF;Z, but does not reach qh imax;c�v , which requires a
large-superheat regime with kh im improvement.

In summary, the flooded regime begins with zero heat flux at
dlh im ¼ 1:2dm;o. When qh i reaches 1.7 MW/m2, the wet regime
begins with dlh im ¼ dm;o. As qh i increases over 2.3 MW=m2; dlh im
becomes smaller than 0.74dm;o, and the partially dry regime
appears. Up to qh i ¼ 3:5 MW/m2, the dry-front regime is reached
with dlh im ¼ 0:4dm;o. After over qh i ¼ 15 MW/m2, the large-
superheat regime appears.

4. Optimal performance of homogeneous monolayer

Using Table 1 properties except for the monolayer, the MAHPS
performance is predicted with the multi-node network model
varying the monolayer unit-cell structure, and for the wet regime.
A homogeneous close-packed unit cell is used to the monolayer
since uniform packing delays dryout. As in Section 2, the capillary
pressure, permeability, and effective thermal conductivity of
homogeneous unit cell are calculated, and shown in Fig. 7 for par-
ticle diameters 10–70 lm and different packings (square and
hexagonal). For most cases, as dlh im decreases, pc and Km increase
while kh im decreases, which is the general trend (Fig. 4). Fig. 8(a)
shows the MAHPS figure of merit Zm, defined below, as a function
of dimensionless average liquid thickness (the homogeneous unit
cells are also shown). The fluid property based figure of merit for
uniform-wick vapor chamber has been introduced for both liquid
and vapor phases and used to find optimal working fluid in [35].
Here Zm is defined as

Zm ¼ qh i=qCHF;Z

A Rth im=ARt;Cu
: ð19Þ

https://youtu.be/v4iv2JoMjgQ
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Fig. 8(b) shows the same for the thermal conductance per unit
area (1=A Rth im). With increasing qh i; Ts � T lg

� �
increases, dlh im

decreases, and Zm and 1=A Rth im increase. The results show that
square-packings with � = 0.48 and dm = 30 and 50 lm have the best
performance. With further sintering, � ¼ 0:45, there is slight
improvement in performance. For dm ¼ 10 lm, the thermal con-
ductance is improved, but Zm does not. In Fig. 7 and with Eq.
(10), with decreasing dm; pc increases, but Km decreases more than
pc compensation, so MAHPS operates optimally when the particles
are not too small.

Under the current superheat range (0–20 K), dm ¼ 30 lm
reaches Zm ¼ 3:5, and 1=A Rth im = 0.35 MW/m2-K. This high conduc-
tance gives qh i = 0.45 MW/m2, which is 1/40 of qmax;k. In the exper-
iment of [4], local dryout region in the heterogeneous monolayer
contributed on increase of Zm to 1.75 and 1=A Rth im to 0.35 MW/
m2-K. However, the homogeneous monolayer can achieve higher
Zm and 1=A Rth im without local dryout region, which is not control-
lable. For superheat range (0–50 K), the square- and hexagonal-
packing (dm ¼ 50 lm, � = 0.48 and 0.40) have Zm = 4 and 5. The
bi-layered square-packing with dm;o = 50 and dm;up = 40 lm also
has Zm ¼ 4.

Also shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b) are the ranges observed with the
heterogeneous monolayer in the experiment. From Figs. 6 and 8,
the packing uniformity and superheat range play critical roles in
the MAHPS performance, and homogeneous close-packed particles
with diameter (30–50 lm) are optimal monolayer for the better
MAHPS performance.

5. Conclusions

In explaining the nonlinear thermal resistance of the MAHPS
experiment of Hwang et al. [4], we used the particle packing-
heterogeneity (containing some loose-packed regions) in SEM
micrographs, developed unit cell models, and solved the pointwise
thermal-hydraulic equations to obtain monolayer properties as a
function of receding meniscus. In the receding meniscus dynamics,
the flooded, wet, partially dry, dry front, and large superheat
regimes were identified. Using the regime transitions between
them, local network models were able to predict the experimental
results rather closely. Indeed, the packing heterogeneity increases
the resistance, even with the rather impressive low resistance of
4.8 lK/(W/m2) in the partially dry regime.

We then consider the ideal, close-packed homogeneous mono-
layer, predict its performance presenting the dimensionless figure
of merit and thermal resistance(conductance), and optimize them
with respect to particle diameter and porosity in the monolayer.
Based on the effective properties from the pointwise calculations
and the network models for the wet regime, we find that particles
of diameter 30–50 lm and close packing result in optimal
performance.
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Appendix A. Multi-node liquid and heat flow network model

For a circular screen-post-wick unit cell with a diameter of L0p,
one-dimensional radial flow is assumed emanating from the post.
Due to change in radial velocity (due to cross-sectional area change
and evaporation), the radial distance is divided in segments (net-
work model). In ith segment, pc;i; Km;i. and kh im;i vary with the local
dlh im, but constant within the segment i ¼ 1; . . . ;N, and Eqs. (4) and
(5) are implemented locally with them. At the farthest boundary of
the unit cell L0p, liquid velocity ul;N ¼ 0. Liquid flows toward the far-
thest boundary based on the capillary pressure difference across i
to iþ 1, in the form of Eq. (4) (Darcy model), which is given as

pc;i ¼ pc;iþ1 � ll
Dr

Km;iþ1
ul;iþ1; ð20Þ

where Dr is the segment length, and Km;iþ1 is the averaged perme-
ability of anisotropic components of Km;iþ1. Since the liquid mass
is conserved, mass difference across each segment is evaporated
by heat from the substrate, which can be expressed as

Qi ¼ ð _Ml;i � _Ml;iþ1ÞDhlg; ð21Þ
where mass flow rate cross the ith segment _Ml;i ¼ qlul;iAc;i, with a
cross-sectional area Ac;i ¼ prp;i dlh im;i. Heat flux q is uniform on the
heated area Ah, and superheat DTi is provided by heat flow rate
Qi, which can be calculated as

Qi ¼ qmultiAh;i ¼ kh im;iAm;i
DTi

dlh im;i
; ð22Þ

where heated area Ah;i ¼ p½ðri þ DrÞ2 � r2i � at radial location
ri ¼ Dp=2þ iðL0p � DpÞ=ð2ðN � 1ÞÞ and Am;i is the monolayer area cov-
ered by liquid in ith segment. Am;i ¼ Ah;i when there is full liquid
coverage but not when there is local dryout (local dryout changes
the behavior of q and A < Rt>m, as function of superheat).
Temperature-dependent saturated water properties at 1 atm (plg)
are used. In the condenser bi-layer screen wicks, the liquid flows
along and across the screens with the its outermost location at
saturation liquid pressure (pl ¼ plg, i.e., zero capillary pressure),
and then flows through the post and monolayer wicks with a total
liquid pressure drop of Dpl ¼ pc . The cross-flow screen wick pres-
sure drop is calculated using empirical correlations [30] with screen
geometrical parameters (number density and diameter of shute and
warp wires, tortuosity factor, porosity, and pore diameter in
Table 1), which are given as

f s;l ¼
8:61
Resl

þ 0:52; f s;l ¼
Dps;l�2s Ds;po

aHsqlu
2
l;s

; Res;l ¼ qlul;s

lla2s Ds;po
; ð23Þ

where f s;l is a friction factor of screen mesh, and Res;l is Reynolds
number of liquid flow in crossing direction. The porosity �s and sur-
face area to unit volume ratio as of screen mesh are written as [30]

�s ¼ 1� pnsnw

4Hs
ðd2

wliw þ d2
s lisÞ; as ¼ pnsnw

Hs
ðdwliw þ dslisÞ; ð24Þ

where for plain square screen wicks, the screen tortuosity factor
a ¼ 1:0, thickness Hs is a sum of the shute and warp wire diameters
ds;sh þ ds;wa, and porosity �s ¼ 0:68. Using liquid mass conservation
(without evaporation) in the screen and post, the liquid velocity is
calculated using the cross-sectional area.

The in-plane screen wick pressure drop is calculated using
empirical correlation [31] between friction factor f s;$ and liquid
Reynolds number Res;$ in radial (horizontal) direction as

f s;$ ¼ 408e�2:94Np

Res;$
; ð25Þ

where f s;$ and Res;$ are expressed as

f s;$ ¼ Dps;$ds�2s
2lsqlu

2
l;sð1� �sÞb

; Res;$ ¼ dsqlul;s

llð1� �sÞb ;

b ¼ 1þ ð12 þ NpHs

ws
Þðds þ Ds;poÞ
pdsSs

: ð26Þ
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The packing number Np ¼ 1, and the width of the channel are
ws. The mean crimping factor Ss ¼ 1:05 [36], and b is a constant
value. The mean temperature of the condenser wall and vapor
are used for liquid properties. For the circular unit cell (Fig. 1(b)),
the liquid flows only in radial direction. The posts have particle
diameter dp ¼ 150 lm and porosity �p ¼ 0:35, and the permeabil-
ity Kp is calculated using the Carman-Kozeny relation [32] as

Kp ¼
�3p

180ð1� �2pÞ
d2
p: ð27Þ

The liquid flowing along the posts is at saturation temperature
and the pressure drop is calculated from the Darcy law (Eq. (4))
(bulk porous medium behavior). For screen-post-wick unit cell,
thermal/hydraulic equilibrium is achieved when the sum of pres-
sure drop by the screen wicks, post, and monolayer wicks
Dps þ Dpp þ Dpm are equal to pc;N , which is the maximum capillary
pressure.
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